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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 05/02/2021

Description New 2024 Ember RV Touring Edition 28BH Ember RV Touring Edition travel trailer
28BH highlights: Bunk Beds Front Private Bedroom Rear Corner Bathroom Tri-Fold
Sofa Pass-Through Storage   Bring the whole family with you in this travel trailer!
The kiddos can sleep on the corner set of double-size bunk beds with the lower
bunk being able to fold for storage. You will have your own sleeping space with
the queen bed in the front private bedroom which also has a "Stargazer" skylight
and one of the dual entry doors to the unit. You can also transform the tri-fold
hide-a-bed sofa and legless dinette into extra sleeping spaces. Everyone will stay
squeaky clean in the rear corner bathroom with the 30" x 36" shower. Grab a
snack from the large pantry and relax underneath the 19' electric awning with
dimmable lights. There is also an optional outside kitchen with a griddle and 1.6
cu. ft. refrigerator!   Haul one of these Ember RV Touring Edition travel trailers
with ease! The torsion axles come with self-adjusting electric brakes, and the
VersaCoupler height-adjustable bolt-on hitching system makes it easy to attach
your trailer. An aluminum five-sided construction and laminated Azdel Onboard
composite walls and flooring will hold your unit together for years to come, plus
the gel-coated fiberglass exterior will turn heads at the campground. Some of the
features included within the three standard packages include a Tire Pressure
Monitoring System, 16" Goodyear Endurance tires, an EmberLink Smart RV control
system, and the list goes on! You can also choose to add the optional Off-Grid
Solar Package for off-grid capabilities!  Front Bedroom|Bunkhouse|Two Entry/Exit
Doors
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2024 Touring Edition 28BH $70,967
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 42886
VIN Number: coburg-42886
Condition: New
Length: 409
GVW: 8995
Sleeps: 8
Slideouts: 1

Item address 90915 Roberts Rd, 97408, Coburg, Oregon, United States
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